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Adventurer ( Basic Template)  
 

The Adventurer may be an explorer, a treasure hunter, or a diplomat. Going to new places and meeting 

new cultures and individuals in strange circumstances is a matter of preference and habit. 

 

Inherent Ability—Traveler 

You are familiar with crossing geographic, cultural, environmental, and magical borders. You have 

experience in arranging for transportation, basic haggling, finding services in a strange place, and 

sleeping in uncomfortable circumstances. You are automatically successful in these tasks, given sufficient 

time. If you must succeed with a sharp time limit, looking for unusual services, or in a completely alien 

environment you may need to roll Awareness, Charm, and/or Daring. If you have sufficient time and 

familiarity and the DM calls for a roll anyway, you get an Awesome Point. 

 

Limitation—Rootless 

You’ve been all over the place, but even when you call a place home, you never settle down and fit in. 

 

Signature Item:  A notebook of maps and research of a treasure site. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 
Talents 

 

 Athletic.* Constant. You are skilled at moving and acting at the same time. A reach weapon gives 

you +2 to movement related tasks. To keep your feet in a slippery or dangerous environment, count 

the roll as a 10 instead of rolling. 

 

 Etiquette.* Constant. You have an instinct for politeness. Confronted with alien cultures and 

settings, you have a quick eye for mimicking what others are doing and figuring out what is expected 

of you. You have the nerve to gracefully accept weird delicacies. In most situations you are capable 

of handling yourself without a roll. If there is a big surprise or you need to refuse to cooperate, test 

Charm to defuse potential faux-pas or gaffes that you commit, or to compensate for the rudeness of 

those with you (if you can persuade your allies to obey your instructions.) 

 

 Fund of Stories.* Constant. You know countless tales of adventure, whether they are yours, those of 

your heroes, or legends. Gain +2 on your Charm when dealing with people impressed by stories of 

faraway times and lands, danger and derring-do, and exotic adventures. You can amuse bored people 

or children for hours on end. There is a chance you have heard any given legend. If you attribute a 

plan to something in one of your stories, the DM may give you 1-3 Awesome Points for trying it out. 

 

 Networker.* Constant. You travel extensively, and so do your peers. When you go to a new place, 

you can ask the DM if you can find a friend, family friend, or contact who may be established there. 

If the DM provides one, then you can take a free “Connection” background related to where your 

friend is and what your friend is doing. However, the DM will also create a similarly powerful enemy 

with contacts, either in this place or somewhere else, for future use. 

 

 Quick Study.* Constant. You only need a quarter of the training time to pick up open or restricted 

talents. To learn them spontaneously costs 1 Awesome Point for an open talent, and 3 for a restricted 

talent (instead of 3 and 5.) You can lose an Attribute point to learn a new language once you’ve had a 

week minimum exposure to it (instead of waiting until you level.) 

 


